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(54) Turbine brush unit and vacuum cleaner having the same

(57) A turbine brush unit (100a) and a vacuum clean-
er having the same are provided. The turbine brush unit
(100a) may include a turbine brush case (101), a brush
member (102) mounted in the turbine brush case (101),
and a turbine fan unit (120, 130) having a plurality of
wings (122, 132) and rotating the brush member (102).
Each of the plurality of the wings (122, 132) may have a

curvature point (C1, C2), a primary collision surface
(120a’, 130a’) with which a primary inlet wind (A1) drawn
through the inlet portion (103a) of the turbine fan unit
(120, 130) collides and a secondary collision surface
(120b’, 130b’) with which a secondary inlet wind (A2)
collides. The primary and secondary inlet winds (A1, A2)
apply a force in the rotation direction (D) of the turbine
fan unit (120, 130).
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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Field

[0001] The following description relates to a vacuum
cleaner, and more particularly, to a turbine brush unit for
rotating a brush and a vacuum cleaner having the same.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] A vacuum cleaner, in general, may include a
brush member that comes in contact with a surface to be
cleaned and cleans dust on the surface to be cleaned.
The brush member may scratch or bump the surface to
be cleaned by a rotation force while moving along the
surface to be cleaned, so that the dust on the surface to
be cleaned is separated from the surface to be cleaned.
The dust separated from the surface to be cleaned by
the brush member is drawn into a main body by a suction
force generated from the main body.
[0003] The brush member may be configured to be
rotated by a drive motor or to be rotated by air drawn
through a suction portion. Also, the brush member may
generally be configured to be rotated by inlet wind for the
purpose of simplifying the configuration and saving cost.
[0004] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a related art vac-
uum cleaner 1 having a turbine brush unit 100, a hose
200 and a main body 300. FIG. 2 is a sectional view of
the turbine brush unit 100 of FIG. 1.
[0005] As shown in FIG. 2, the turbine brush unit in-
cludes a turbine brush case 101, a brush member 102
mounted in the turbine brush case 101, and a turbine fan
unit 110.
[0006] The turbine fan unit 110 includes an inlet duct
103, an outlet duct 104 and a fan member 110a disposed
between the inlet and outlet ducts 103 and 104. The tur-
bine fan unit 110 is configured so that rotative power is
provided to the brush member 102 by a belt (not shown).
[0007] As shown in FIG. 2, the fan member 110a has
a plurality of wings 112 and a rotating plate 111 having
the plurality of wings 112 radially disposed thereon. Pri-
mary inlet air a1 sucked through an inlet port collides with
the wings 112, so that the fan member 110a is rotated in
a rotation direction D.
[0008] However, in the related art vacuum cleaner, the
primary inlet air a1 may not collide with the wings 112
but form secondary reverse-current air a2 in the region
of a fan member mounting portion P, in which the inlet
and outlet ducts 103 and 104 are formed. Therefore, the
secondary reverse-current air a2 is drawn into the fan
member 110a.
[0009] As shown in FIG. 2, the secondary reverse-cur-
rent air a2 collides with the rear surface (the opposite
surface to the surface facing the inlet port 103a) of each
of the wings 112, and therefore, a frictional force is gen-
erated with respect to the rotation direction D. As a result,

the rotation force of the fan member 110a is decreased.
The decrease in the rotation force of the fan member
110a results in a decrease in the rotation force of the
brush member 102. Therefore, cleaning may not be
smoothly performed with respect to a surface to be
cleaned, and loss of pressure may be increased.

SUMMARY

[0010] In one general aspect, there is provided a tur-
bine brush unit for a vacuum cleaner including a turbine
brush case, a brush member mounted in the turbine
brush case, and a turbine fan unit having a plurality of
wings and rotating the brush member. Each of the plu-
rality of the wings has a curvature point, a primary colli-
sion surface with which a primary inlet wind drawn
through the inlet portion of the turbine fan unit collides
and a secondary collision surface with which a secondary
inlet wind collides, and the primary and secondary inlet
winds apply a force in a rotation direction of the turbine
fan unit.
[0011] The angle at which the primary inlet wind col-
lides with each of the plurality of wings may be substan-
tially 90 degrees or less.
[0012] Each of the plurality of wings may have an in-
cluded angle of substantially 100 degrees or less, which
is an angle made by two lines passing between the cur-
vature point and ends of the wing.
[0013] Each of the plurality of wings may be formed in
a U shape.
[0014] Each of the plurality of wings may be formed in
a V shape.
[0015] In another aspect, there is provided a vacuum
cleaner including a main body and a turbine brush unit,
the turbine brush unit including a turbine brush case, a
brush member mounted in the turbine brush case, and
a turbine fan unit having a plurality of wings and rotating
the brush member. Each of the plurality of the wings has
a curvature point, a primary collision surface with which
a primary inlet wind drawn through the inlet portion of the
turbine fan unit collides and a secondary collision surface
with which a secondary inlet wind collides, and the pri-
mary and secondary inlet winds apply a force in a rotation
direction of the turbine fan unit.
[0016] The primary collision surface and the second-
ary collision surface may be positioned at an angle rela-
tive to one another.
[0017] The angle may be smaller than 100 degrees.
[0018] The angle may be smaller than 90 degrees.
[0019] An angle may be formed by two lines which pass
through the curvature point which is positioned on re-
spective wings at a center point between the primary and
secondary collision surfaces, and the angle is less than
100 degrees.
[0020] The angle may be less than 90 degrees.
[0021] In still another aspect, there is provided a tur-
bine brush unit of a vacuum cleaner, the turbine brush
unit including a turbine brush case, a brush member
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mounted in the turbine brush case, and a turbine fan unit
having a plurality of wings and rotating the brush member.
Each of the plurality of the wings includes a primary col-
lision surface and a secondary collision surface angled
relative to the first collision surface, and a primary inlet
wind drawn through the inlet portion of the turbine fan
unit collides the primary collision surface and a second-
ary inlet wind collides with the secondary collision sur-
face, and the primary and secondary inlet winds apply a
force in a rotation direction of the turbine fan unit.
[0022] Other features and aspects will be apparent
from the follow detailed description, the drawings, and
the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a related art vacuum
cleaner having a turbine brush unit, a hose and a
main body.
FIG. 2 is a sectional view of the turbine brush unit of
FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of an example of a first
fan member.
FIG. 4 is a view showing an example of the structure
of a first wing.
FIG. 5 is a sectional view of an example of a turbine
brush unit illustrating the operational state of a first
turbine fan unit having the first fan member.
FIG. 6 is a perspective view of an example of a sec-
ond fan member.
FIG. 7 is a view showing an example of the structure
of a second wing.
FIG. 8 is a sectional view of an example of a turbine
brush unit illustrating the operational state of a sec-
ond turbine fan unit having the second fan member.

[0024] Throughout the drawings and the detailed de-
scription, unless otherwise described, the same drawing
reference numerals will be understood to refer to the
same elements, features, and structures. The relative
size and depiction of these elements may be exaggerat-
ed for clarity, illustration, and convenience.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0025] The following detailed description is provided
to assist the reader in gaining a comprehensive under-
standing of the methods, apparatuses, and/or systems
described herein. Accordingly, various changes, modifi-
cations, and equivalents of the systems, apparatuses,
and/or methods described herein will be suggested to
those of ordinary skill in the art. The progression of
processing steps and/or operations described is an ex-
ample; however, the sequence of and/or operations is
not limited to that set forth herein and may be changed
as is known in the art, with the exception of steps and/or

operations necessarily occurring in a certain order. Also,
descriptions of well-known functions and constructions
may be omitted for increased clarity and conciseness.
[0026] FIG. 3 illustrates an example of a first fan mem-
ber 120a. FIG. 4 illustrates an example of the structure
of a first wing 122. FIG. 5 illustrates an example of a
turbine brush unit 100a illustrating the operational state
of a first turbine fan unit 120 having the first fan member
120a.
[0027] Referring to FIGS. 3 to 5, for example, the tur-
bine brush unit 100a includes a turbine brush case 101,
a first turbine fan unit 120 and a brush member 102.
[0028] Referring to the example in FIG. 5, the first tur-
bine fan unit 120 includes a first fan member 120a pro-
vided with bent first wings 122 and a first rotating plate
121. The first turbine fan unit 120 is mounted in a fan
member mounting portion P formed by an outlet duct 104
and an inlet duct 103.
[0029] As shown in FIG. 4, the first wing 122 may be
formed in a V shape having a first inclined angle θ1 within
a specific range about a first curvature point C1 at which
a primary operating portion 122a and a secondary oper-
ating portion 122b intersect with each other. In the plu-
rality of first wings 122, the first included angle θ1 is an
angle made by the first curvature point C1, the primary
operating portion 122a and the secondary operating por-
tion 122b.
[0030] Due to the first included angle θ1 made between
the primary and secondary operating portions 122a and
122b, primary and secondary inlet winds A1 and A2,
drawn into the interior of the first fan member 120a from
a circumferential region of the first rotating plate 121, may
collide with a primary or secondary collision surface 120a’
or 120b’ of each of the first wings 122, positioned opposite
to the rotation direction of the rotating plate 121. The first
included angle θ1 may be an angle smaller than 100 de-
grees.
[0031] As shown in the examples of FIGS. 3 to 5, the
V-shaped first wings 122 may be radially disposed on a
circumferential side surface of the first rotating plate 121
in the first fan member 120a. Sides of the first wings 122
may be connected to the first rotating plate 122. The pri-
mary and secondary inlet winds A1 and A2 drawn into
the interior of the first fan member 120a may collide with
the primary or secondary collision surface 120a’ or 120b’
of each of the first wings 122.
[0032] That is, the primary and secondary inlet winds
A1 and A2 drawn into the first rotating plate 121 may
collide with the surfaces (the primary and secondary col-
lision surfaces 120a’ and 120b’ in FIG. 5) of each of the
first wings 122, which face an inlet port 103a, due to the
V shape of the first wings 122. However, the primary and
secondary inlet winds A1 and A2 may avoid colliding with
the rear surfaces (the opposite surface of the primary
and secondary collision surface 120a’ or 120b’ in FIG. 5)
of each of the wings 122.
[0033] Due to the additional collision of the secondary
inlet wind A2, a secondary operating force B that rotates
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the first fan member 120a in the rotation direction D may
be additionally formed, and thus, the rotation force of the
first fan member 120 may be increased. Since the sec-
ondary inlet wind A2 may avoid colliding with the surface
(the opposite surface of the primary or secondary colli-
sion surface 120a’ or 120b’) of each of the wings 122 in
the rotation direction D, the friction with the flow of air,
caused by the first wings 122, may be minimized, and
thus, the loss of pressure may be reduced.
[0034] In FIGS. 3 to 5, the first wings 122, in one ex-
ample, may be disposed so that the center line passing
the first curvature point C1 is parallel with the tangent
line of the first rotating plate 121. However, this example
is non-limiting, and it is unnecessary that the center line
is parallel with the tangent line. As such, other suitable
configurations may be employed.
[0035] For vacuum cleaners with output powers of
1200W and 2000W, the revolution per minute (RPM) of
the first fan member 120a having the V-shaped first wings
122 of FIGS. 3 to 5 was compared with the RPM of the
fan member 110a having the wings 112 of the related art.
[0036] In the vacuum cleaner with the output power of
1200W, the RPM of the fan member 110a having the
wings 112 of the related art showed 3800 RPM in load
and 5200 RPM in unload. However, the RPM of the first
fan member 120a having the V-shaped first wings 122
arranged similar to the examples shown in FIGS. 3 to 5
showed 4200 RPM in load and 5700 RPM in unload.
Accordingly, it can be seen that the rotation speed may
be increased.
[0037] In the vacuum cleaner with the output power of
2000W, the RPM of the fan member 110a having the
wings 112 of the related art showed 3900 RPM in load
and 5200 RPM in unload. However, the RPM of the first
fan member 120a having the V-shaped first wings 122
arranged similar to the examples shown in FIGS. 3 to 5
showed 4300 RPM in load and 5700 RPM in unload.
Thus, it can be seen that the rotation speed may be in-
creased.
[0038] FIG. 6 illustrates a perspective view of an ex-
ample of a second fan member 130a. FIG. 7 illustrates
a view showing an example of the structure of a second
wing 132. FIG. 8 illustrates a sectional view of an example
of a turbine brush unit 100b illustrating the operational
state of a second turbine fan unit 130 having the second
fan member 130a.
[0039] As shown in FIGS. 6 to 8, for example, the sec-
ond fan member 130a has U-shaped second wings 132.
The second included angle θ2 of each of the second
wings 132 is an angle made by two lines that pass be-
tween a second curvature point C2 and ends of primary
and second operating portions 132a and 132b (see FIG.
7). The second included angle θ2 may be an angle small-
er than about 100 degrees. Similar to the examples of
FIGS. 3 to 5, sides of the second wings 132 may be fixed
to a second rotating plate 131.
[0040] A primary inlet wind A1 drawn into the interior
of the second fan member 130a may collide with a pri-

mary collision surface 130a’ of each of the second wings
132, and a secondary inlet wind A2 may then collide with
a secondary collision surface 130b’ of each of the second
wings 132.
[0041] The primary inlet wind A1 drawn from an inlet
port 103a may collide with the primary collision surface
130a’ of the primary operating portion 132a, thereby ro-
tating the second fan member 130a. The secondary inlet
wind A2 drawn into a fan member mounting portion P
along the circumference of the second fan member 130a
may collide with the secondary collision surface 130b’ of
the secondary operating portion 132b, thereby generat-
ing a secondary operating force B.
[0042] For a vacuum cleaner with an output power of
2000W, the RPM of the second fan member 130a having
the U-shaped second wings 132 of FIGS. 6 to 8 was
compared with the RPM of the fan member 110a having
the wings 112 of the related art.
[0043] In the vacuum cleaner with the output power of
2000W, the RPM of the fan member 110a having the
wings 112 of the related art showed 3700 RPM in load
and 5000 RPM in unload.
[0044] However, the RPM of the second fan member
130a having the U-shaped second wings 132 arranged
as shown in the examples of FIGS. 6 to 8 showed 4200
RPM in load and 5700 RPM in unload. Accordingly, it
can be seen that the rotation speed may be increased.
As described above, inlet wind sucked into the interior of
a fan member from the outer circumference of the fan
member may collide with a plurality of wings so that an
operating force is applied to the rotation direction of the
fan member, and may thereby increase the rotation force
of the fan member.
[0045] Further, air that collides with the fan member
collides with the wings so that the generation of a frictional
force with respect to the rotation direction of the fan mem-
ber may be avoided. Accordingly, the interruption of the
flow of air may be decreased, and thus, the loss of pres-
sure may be reduced.
[0046] Furthermore, the rotation force of the fan mem-
ber may be increased, and thus, the rotation force of a
brush member may be increased. In this case, cleaning
efficiency is enhanced.
[0047] A number of examples have been described
above. Nevertheless, it will be understood that various
modifications may be made. For example, suitable re-
sults may be achieved if the described techniques are
performed in a different order and/or if components in a
described system, architecture, device, or circuit are
combined in a different manner and/or replaced or sup-
plemented by other components or their equivalents. Ac-
cordingly, other implementations are within the scope of
the following claims.

Claims

1. A turbine brush unit (100a) for a vacuum cleaner,
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the turbine brush unit (100a) comprising:

a turbine brush case (101);
a brush member (102) mounted in the turbine
brush case(101); and
a turbine fan unit (120, 130) comprising a plu-
rality of wings (122, 132) and configured to rotate
the brush member (102), each of the plurality of
the wings (122, 132) comprising:

a curvature point (C1, C2);
a primary collision surface (120a’, 130a’)
with which a primary inlet wind (A1) drawn
through the inlet portion (103a) of the tur-
bine fan unit (120, 130) collides; and
a secondary collision surface (120b’, 130b’)
with which a secondary inlet wind (A2) col-
lides,
wherein the primary and secondary inlet
winds (A1, A2) apply a force in a rotation
direction (D) of the turbine fan unit(120,
130).

2. The turbine brush unit (100a) for vacuum cleaner of
claim 1, wherein the angle at which the primary inlet
wind (A1) collides with each of the plurality of wings
(122, 132) is substantially 90 degrees or less.

3. The turbine brush unit (100a) for vacuum cleaner of
claim 1, wherein each of the plurality of wings (122,
132) comprises an included angle (θ1, θ2) of sub-
stantially 100 degrees or less, which is an angle
made by two lines passing between the curvature
point (C1, C2) and ends of the wing.

4. The turbine brush unit (100a) for vacuum cleaner
according to any preceding claim, wherein each of
the plurality of wings (132) are formed in a U shape.

5. The turbine brush unit (100a) for vacuum cleaner
according to claims 1 to 3, wherein each of the plu-
rality of wings (122) are formed in a V shape.

6. A vacuum cleaner, comprising:

a main body; and
a turbine brush unit (100a), the turbine brush
unit (100a) comprising:

a turbine brush case (101);
a brush member (102) mounted in the tur-
bine brush case (101); and
a turbine fan unit (120, 130) comprising a
plurality of wings (122, 132) and configured
to rotate the brush member (102), each of
the plurality of the wings (122, 132) com-
prising:

a curvature point (C1, C2);
a primary collision surface (120a’,
130a’) with which a primary inlet wind
(A1) drawn through the inlet portion
(103a) of the turbine fan unit (120, 130)
collides; and
a secondary collision surface (120b’,
130b’) with which a secondary inlet
wind (A2) collides,
wherein the primary and secondary in-
let winds (A1, A2) apply a force in a ro-
tation direction (D) of the turbine fan unit
(120, 130).

7. The vacuum cleaner of claim 6, wherein the primary
collision surface (120a’, 130a’) and the secondary
collision surface (120b’, 130b’) are positioned at an
angle relative to one another.

8. The vacuum cleaner of claim 7, wherein the angle
is smaller than 100 degrees.

9. The vacuum cleaner of claim 7, wherein the angle
is smaller than 90 degrees.

10. The vacuum cleaner of claim 6, wherein:

an angle (θ1, θ2) is formed by two lines which
pass through the curvature point (C1, C2) which
is positioned on respective wings at a center
point between the primary and secondary colli-
sion surfaces (120a’, 130a’, 120b’, 130b’); and
the angle (θ1, θ2) is less than 100 degrees.

11. The vacuum cleaner of claim 10, wherein the angle
(θ1, θ2) is less than 90 degrees.
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